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Data and Study Area
An urban seismic network across the Seattle basin and fault zone

Methods
● Autocorrelation of continuous seismic ambient noise
○ Cut raw data into 20-min segments
○ Correlate all components (EE, EN, EZ, ... , ZZ)
○ Save all segments, stack after cluster selection, see↓

● Unsupervised learning Clustering seismic ambient noise, 
and cluster reclassification based on anthropogenic activity
○ We modify the method from Viens & Iwata (2020) for 

urban noise
○ We reduce data dimensionality by principal component 

analysis of the waveforms, then cluster by Gaussian 
Mixture Modeling

○ We re-label predominant day-time clusters as “day” and 
all other clusters as “night”

Field work and citizen science

Results

Discussion and Conclusions
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Figure 1: The Seattle fault zone, a thrust fault system that doubles as the 
southern edge of the Seattle basin, and its deformation front, shown as 
black dashed lines. The locations of the 100 nodal seismometers 
deployed across downtown Seattle are shown as green circles. 
Inset: A Fairfield nodal seismometer, the sensor deployed in this study.
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Figure 2: An example of autocorrelation clustering and reclassification. Each dot represents 
one hour of N-N autocorrelated data recorded by station 941 over the 30 days of deployment. 
Each vertical line of 24 dots (24 hours) represents 1 day. Mondays are indicated by vertical 
blue lines, demarcating the work weeks from the weekends. The green bracket outlines one 
five-day work week, with peak busy hours being ~5 AM - 4 PM.

Abstract Sedimentary basins amplify and prolong 
strong shaking during large earthquakes. The city of Seattle 
sits atop the Seattle basin, and faces high seismic hazard 
posed by both the regional-scale Cascadia subduction zone 
and crustal faults. The Seattle fault zone forms the southern 
border of the basin, presenting an actively deforming basin 
edge with a complex internal geometry and velocity structure. 
Resolving the location and character of this active, urban fault 
is necessary for rigorous seismic hazard assessment in the city 
of Seattle. We deployed 100 nodal seismometers across the 
Seattle fault zone and basin edge in four north-south transects 
for one month in July 2019. All instruments were hosted by 
Seattle residents, and installation included educational 
involvement with residents and students. We process and 
perform auto-correlation and cross-correlation analysis of the 
continuous ambient seismic noise data. Correlations are 
contaminated by anthropogenic activities, particularly 
highways, which causes spurious arrivals. To select the optimal 
correlations to generate the stack, we perform Gaussian 
mixture model clustering. We automate the clustering of 
correlations that we attribute to daytime and quiet times 
(nighttime and weekends). We further investigate if the 
re-constructed single-station correlations enable us to observe 
subsurface geological interfaces. In particular, we attempt to 
characterize the structure of the Seattle fault zone.

Inferred main fault trace (USGS QFaults)

Continuing work
● Matching reflectors from Seattle 

basin velocity structure (Stephenson et al. 2019’s model) to autocorrelations
● Possible extension to inter-station correlations

Figure 3: One example of stacked autocorrelations with the mean removed, EE component, 2-4 
Hz, daytime clusters. Stacks are colored by longitude (blue stacks are of stations west of the 
array midpoint, red are east of the array midpoint) and plotted by latitudinal N-S position along 
the x-axis. Longitudinal variation in waveform character is apparent. Potential reflectors are 
indicated by dashed lines.

KEY
Gray: modified land 
Yellow: young 
non-glacial deposits 
Orange: young glacial 
deposits
Purple: till and till-like 
deposits
Light blue: advanced 
outwash deposits 
Green: older glacial & 
non-glacial deposits
Red: Tertiary bedrock

Figure 4: The geological map of the city of Seattle 
(Troost et al., 2005), with the extent of the nodal array 
outlined in black. Note the longitudinal variation in 
surficial geology.

Stacked autocorrelations
Mean removed, sorted by latitude, colored by longitude
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● Clear distinctions in correlation 
waveform character allow us to 
differentiate between high and 
low periods of anthropogenic 
activity, which largely 
correspond to weekday work 
hours versus weekends and 
off-work hours

● Longitudinal variation is 
observed in stacked 
autocorrelations across diverse 
frequency bands and 
component pairs. The 
west-east heterogeneity of 
Seattle’s surficial geology 
across our study area (right) 
provides useful context for 
these observations and 
ongoing investigation
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The Seattle basin edge field experiment 
was the result of months of outreach to 
and coordination with the citizens of 
Seattle, as well as local news coverage 
(right). We were able to install all 100 
nodal seismometers at family homes or 
schools across densely populated 
neighborhoods in downtown Seattle. We 
also featured educational outreach as a 
key component of most deployments.
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